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Cardio-oncology, a nascent specialty, has evolved as a concerted strategy to address the
cardiovascular complications of cancer therapies. On the other hand, emerging evidence
has shown that some anti-tumor drugs, such as CD20-targeted rotuximab, also have
markedly cardioprotective effects in addition to treating cancers. Rituximab is a CD20-
targeted monoclonal antibody and kill tumor B-cells through antibody-mediated and
antibody-independent pathways, indicating that B cells participate and promote the
progression of cardiovascular diseases. In this review, we mainly present the evidence
that B cells contribute to the development of hypertrophy, inflammation, and maladaptive
tissue remodeling, with the aim of proposing novel immunomodulatory therapeutic
strategies targeting B cells and their products for the treatment of heart failure.
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INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of early detective tools and therapeutic strategies for cancer patients,
mortality rates attributed to cancer have remarkably declined. However, this improved survival
status is achieved at the expense of anti-tumor treatment-induced cardiovascular diseases (CVDs),
either caused by direct cardiotoxicity of anticancer treatment or preexisting CVDs or cardiovascular
risk factors (Zamorano et al., 2016). Manifestations of adverse cardiovascular complications for
cancer therapy include cancer therapeutics-related cardiac dysfunction (CTRCD) (reduction in left
ventricular ejection fraction or heart failure), premature coronary artery disease, valvular disorders,
pericardial injury, and arrhythmia. As the survival rates for patients with malignant tumors
significantly increase, CVDs have become the second leading cause of long-term morbidity and
mortality among cancer survivors (Howlader et al., 2010; Siegel et al., 2012; Bodai and Tuso 2015;
Curigliano et al., 2016). Therefore, Cardio-oncology, a novel medical discipline focusing on the
identification, prevention, and treatment of cardiovascular complications related to cancer therapy,
has emerged. Currently, research on how to avoid adverse cardiovascular response and reverse the
unfavorable CVD outcomes in patients with anti-tumor therapies has become a hot spot for both
oncologists and cardiologists. Intriguingly, some recent studies have demonstrated that some anti-
tumor drugs (such as CD20-targeted rituximab), in addition to treating cancers, also show markedly
cardioprotective effects, but the specific mechanism has not been clarified (Uchida et al., 2004; Cang
et al., 2012;Waldman et al., 2020). Therefore, exploring the potential value of anti-tumor drugs in the
treatment of heart failure (HF) may provide new targets and ideas for remedying HF.

Increasing evidence shows that besides direct cardiotoxicity of anticancer treatment, malignant
tumors are associated with CVDs through common risk factors, such as smoking, obesity, diabetes,
hypertension and hyperlipidemia, diet, alcohol, exercise, age, sex, and race. The famous CANTOS
study illuminated that in patients with previous myocardial infarction and a high-sensitivity
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C-reactive protein level of 2 mg or more per liter, anti-
inflammatory therapy targeting the interleukin-1β innate
immunity pathway with canakinumab not only led to a
significantly lower rate of recurrent cardiovascular events, but
also markedly reduced incident lung cancer and lung cancer
mortality, suggesting that immune-inflammatory mechanism
may be a common pathophysiological basis for cancers and
CVDs (Ridker, et al., 2017a; Ridker, et al., 2017b).

IMMUNE INFLAMMATORY MECHANISM IN
MYOCARDIAL REMODELING

Inflammation, as a defensive response to various pathogens, is
regulated by innate and adaptive immune systems. The innate
immune system is a highly conserved system that operates by
nonspecific mechanisms and functions as a first line of defense,
mainly relying on macrophages, dendritic cells, neutrophils,
circulating monocytes, granulocytes, and even some non-
immune cells that adopt immunological functions as needed.
In contrast, the adaptive immune system is highly specific and
able to remember and effectively mount responses against
previously encountered immunological threats, which relies on
the ability of T and B lymphocytes.

In addition to resisting the invasion of pathogens, immune
responses also participate in various CVDs. Adequate evidence
elucidates that multiple types of immune cells are involved in the
process of myocardial remodeling and HF, such as neutrophils,
monocytes/macrophages, and lymphocytes. Neutrophils are the

most abundant white blood cells circulating in the human
peripheral blood, and they respond quickly to acute injuries.
In ischemic cardiomyopathy, neutrophils infiltrate the infarcted
myocardium and mediate tissue damage. Removal of neutrophils
significantly attenuate myocardial necrosis caused by ischemia-
reperfusion (Frangogiannis, 2014). Recent studies have shown
that neutralization of protein S100A9, secreted by neutrophils,
ameliorated Ang II-induced hypertension, ventricular
hypertrophy and fibrosis, indicating that neutrophils could act
as an important regulator in pathophysiological ventricular
remodeling (Wu et al., 2014). In addition, some previous
studies have shown that bone marrow-derived monocytes were
recruited into myocardial tissue after Ang II infusion and
differentiated into M1 type macrophages, which secreted
various inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, promoting
myocardial cells apoptosis and fibroblasts transdifferentiation
(Wang et al., 2014). Wenzel et al. observed selective ablation
of lysozyme M-positive (LysM) myelomonocytic cells by low-
dose diphtheria toxin attenuated Ang II-induced blood pressure
increase, improved vascular endothelial and smooth muscle
dysfunction, reduced vascular superoxide formation and the
expression of NADPH oxidase subunits gp91phox and
p67phox in mice. Moreover, our previous studies found that
angiotensin II (Ang II) activated AT1RPKA-proteasome
pathway, which promotes degradation of IκBα and MKP-1
and activation of STAT1 and NF-κB, thereby leading to Th1
differentiation. Th1 cells are generally considered to be associated
with the occurrence of various adverse cardiovascular diseases
(Qin et al., 2018). In another research, Gröschel et al. reported

FIGURE 1 | Potential mechanisms of B cell participation in cardiac remodeling and heart failure. ①Direct effects of anti-cardiac antibodies; ②Indirect by
complement activation; ③ Antibody-independent mechanisms.
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mice lacking functional recombination activation gene 2 (Rag2),
without clymphocytes, were protected during the transition from
hypertrophy to heart failure following transverse aortic
constriction (TAC) (Groschel et al., 2018). Currently, novel
evidence has come to light that B lymphocytes may also play
an essential role in the initiation and progression of HF through
direct (by secreting antibodies) or indirect (by cytokines/
chemokines secretion) pathways.

B CELLS BIOLOGY CHARACTERISTICS

B Cell Subgroups
B cells can be divided into two lineages, B1 cells and B2 cells. These 2
cell subsets differ considerably in ontogeny, function, location, and
surface marker expression (Naradikian et al., 2016). In general, B1
cells (based on the expression of surfacemarker CD5, B1 cells can be
further subdivided into B1a and B1b subsets) represent the vast
majority of B cells in newborns, andmainly originate from fetal liver
and omentum. In adults, B1 cells mainly exist in the pleural cavity
and peritoneal cavity, and respond to T cell-independent antigens by
secreting polyreactive natural immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies
(Douna and Kuiper, 2016). B2 cells are produced postnatally, and
represent the vast majority of B cells in adults, including a dominant
population of follicular B cells and a smaller population of marginal
zone (MGZ) B cells (Montecino-Rodriguez and Dorshkind, 2012).
In a physiological state, B2 cells are produced in waves that parallel
the waves of development of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), and
circulate in lymphatic organs such as blood, thymus, spleen and
lymph nodes. Functionally, B2 cells contribute to T-cell dependent
humoral and adaptive immune responses through isotype class
switching and affinity maturation (Montecino-Rodriguez and
Dorshkind, 2012). In short, B1a cells don’t regenerate after birth
but are kept alive by self-replication, while B1b cells and B2 cells are
produced throughout life (Melchers, 2015).

B Cell Surface Markers
B cells have a variety of surface molecules, which mediate
different biological functions. The B cell receptor (BCR) is
generally regarded as the characteristic surface marker and one
of the most important receptors for B cells to sense external
environment. Its most important function is as a receptor that
recognizes various extracellular antigens in response to bacterial
and viral infections for conferring host defense. The CD19/CD21/
CD81 complex is the B-cell co-receptors, which can strengthen
B cells activation signaling. CD20 is a transmembrane
phospholipid protein that appears in the stages from pre-B
cells to mature B cells, and is encoded by the MS4A1 gene.
Notably, in addition to being expressed in normal B cells, CD20 is
also expressed in B lymphocyte-derived lymphomas, leukemias,
and neoplasms involved in immune and inflammatory diseases.

B Cell Biological Function
Although B cells are traditionally known for their ability to produce
antibodies, they can also perform other critical functions in the
context of immune responses. B1 cells can generate natural IgM
antibodies in the absence of specific stimulation, while B2 cells

differentiate into plasma cells that produce high concentration of
antibodies and long-lived memory B cells when the BCR is engaged
by an antigen (Savage and Baumgarth, 2015). In addition, B cells
could identify antigens through the BCR, internalize them for
processing and present them to CD4+ T cells in the germinal
centers. Moreover, B cells could secrete cytokines and
chemokines, which exert a series of important biological effects.
For example, B cells activate innate immune response through the
secretion of IFN-γ, IL-6, and IL-17 (Shen and Fillatreau, 2015);
promote CD4+ T cell polarization through bothMHC-II-dependent
and MHC-II-independent mechanisms; modulate the maturation
and growth of lymphoid structures through secreting LTα1β2 (Shen
and Fillatreau, 2015); regulate the mobilization of monocytes
through production of CCL7(Zouggari et al., 2013); recruit T cell
to inflamed tissue through generating PEPITEM(Chimen et al.,
2015). In contrast, some B cell subsets, mainly referred to as Bregs or
B10 cells, also act as negative regulators of immune response through
the secretion of IL-10, IL-35, and TFG-β. These immunosuppressive
B cells could support immunologic tolerance, resolve acute
inflammatory response, and maintain the homeostasis of certain
types of natural killer cells (Shen and Fillatreau, 2015).

THE ROLE OF B CELLS IN CARDIAC
REMODELING AND HEART FAILURE
BCells in theNaiveMyocardium andHuman
Heart
In the naive murine heart, B cells have been reported to be the
most prevalent leukocytes (Adamo et al., 2018; Bonner et al.,
2012). Myocardial B cells account for almost 10% of circulating
B cells which adhere to the naive heart vascular endothelium and
arrest their transit when they pass through the heart. Prior studies
reported that the vast majority (>95%) of myocardial B cells
remain intravascular, whereas few (<5%) cross the endothelium
into myocardial tissue (Adamo et al., 2020a). Ramos et al. further
observed that there were two subgroups of murine B220+

(CD45R) lymphocytes in the naive cardiac muscle: a larger
population of IgMhigh IgDlow cells and a smaller population of
IgMlow IgDhigh cells (Ramos et al., 2017). Currently, there have
been limited evidence to support the presence of B cells in normal
human hearts. Data from histological analysis of autopsies
indicate that B cells are present at a frequency similar to that
of CD4+and CD8+ T cells in normal human hearts (Noutsias
et al., 2002). Moreover, the presence of B cells in the human heart
is also supported by some rare case reports of primary cardiac
B cell lymphoma (Grantomo et al., 2018; Thiagaraj et al., 2018; Li
et al., 2019). In human specimens, B cells have also been
discovered within the pericardial fat, with a relative increase in
the size of pericardial-fat-associated lymphoid clusters in patients
with coronary artery disease (Horckmans et al., 2018).

B Cells and Cardiovascular Diseases
In recent years, different mouse models have been used to explore
the association between myocardial B cell and CVDs, especially in
these fields of ischemia reperfusion (I/R) andmyocardial infarction
(MI). In a I/R mouse model, Yan and his colleagues observed that
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the frequency of myocardial CD19+ B cells markedly increased
after MI, peaking between day 5 and 7 after injury and returning to
baseline soon. In addition, they found that the time course of B cell
numbers in the myocardium after I/R injury differed from that
observed after permanent coronary ligation, with B cells peaking in
number 2 days earlier and returning to baseline faster (Yan et al.,
2013). Zouggari et al. studied a mouse model of permanent
coronary ligation and found that B220+ B cells infiltrated into
the myocardium and localized around the infarct zone after injury
(Zouggari et al., 2013). They also explored the link between B
lymphocytes and adverse left ventricular (LV) remodeling for the
first time. In another fundamental study about cardiac
hypertrophy and remodeling, TAC surgery was reported to
induce an increase in the number of myocardial CD19+ B cells
at 4 weeks postoperatively (Wu et al., 2017). These
findings suggest that specific subsets of cardiac B cells
are model-dependent, showing different function in various
models.

Currently, few studies have been performed on the role of
B cells in the human heart. In a study about human acute
ischemic cardiomyopathy, patients with ST-segment MI had
a slight decrease in the number of circulating B220+ cells at
1.5 h after myocardial reperfusion, which was followed by an
remarkable increase above pre-reperfusion levels at 24 h
after reperfusion (Boag et al., 2015). A cohort analysis of
56 patients with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) showed that
HF patients had higher percentages of CD19+ B cells and
actively replicating CD19+ B cell in peripheral blood than
healthy volunteers. Additionally, they found that patients
with DCM also had an increase in the percentage of TNF-
producing B cells, which correlated directly with indices of
cardiac dysfunction and myocardial fibrosis, whereas no
change in the percentage of IL-10-producing B cells
compared to healthy controls (Yu et al., 2013). In another
study enrolled patients with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy,
the investigators discovered that patients with HF showed an
increased percentage of circulating Bregs (CD19+ CD5+

CD1d+ IL-10+ cells) in peripheral blood (Guo et al.,
2015). In an in vitro study, mononuclear cells were
isolated from patients with DCM and cultured for 48 h.
The results showed that DCM patients had a lower
prevalence of IL-10-producing B cells than healthy
volunteers, and reduced IL-10 production efficiency was
always associated with cardiac dysfunction (Jiao et al.,
2018). Overall, the limited evidence provided by human
studies about the involvement of B cells in cardiovascular
disease suggests that the findings in animal models may be
applicable to humans (Adamo et al., 2020b).

POTENTIAL MECHANISMS OF B CELL
PARTICIPATION IN CVDS

Emerging evidence indicates that B cells play a critical role in the
context of myocardial adaptation to injury through various
mechanisms, including antibody-mediated mechanisms and
antibody-independent mechanisms. (Figure 1).

Antibody-Mediated Mechanisms
Contributing to Cardiac Dysfunction and
Heart Failure
Antibody-dependent mechanisms contributing to cardiac injury
mainly include direct effects of anti-cardiac antibodies and the
activation of the complement system following the formation of
antigen–antibody complexes.

Direct Anti-Cardiac Antibodies
A recent fundamental study has observed the important role of
natural IgM antibody in myocardial I/R injury and identified a
specific clone of B1 cells which could generate a type of natural
antibodies that promote myocardial damage (Zhang et al., 2004;
Zhang et al., 2006). Another study about myocardial I/R injury
also showed that coronary artery ligation produced myocardial
infarction (MI) and depressed ejection fraction, while these
adverse effects were markedly reduced in Ig-deficient mice,
indicating that antibodies play an important role in the
development and progression of cardiac remodeling and heart
failure (Keppner et al., 2018). In animal model, antibodies against
specific cardiac proteins have also been shown to be sufficient to
lead to cardiomyopathy (Matsui et al., 1997). For example,
antibodies against troponin I were found to produce severe
dilated cardiomyopathy in PD-1-deficient mice (Okazaki et al.,
2003). Another cohort study identified anti-desmoglein-2 (Anti-
DSG2) antibodies as a sensitive and specific biomarker for
arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC). In
humans, the level of anti-DSG2 antibodies correlated with the
burden of premature ventricular contractions; In vitro, the
antibodies caused gap junction dysfunction, which was a
common feature of ARVC. Anti-DSG2 antibodies likely
explain the cardiac inflammation frequently identified in
ARVC and may represent a new therapeutic target (Chatterjee
et al., 2018).

A histological analysis of human myocardial tissue with end-
stage HF showed immunoglobulin G (IgG) deposition was found
in up to 70% of heart tissue samples (Youker et al., 2014). Almost
50% of biopsies were IgG3-positive, with a smaller proportion of
C3c deposition stained positive. The presence of IgG3 and C3c in
the myocardium has been proven to correlate with the duration
and severity of HF(van den Hoogen et al., 2019). Moreover, both
left ventricular diastolic dysfunction and end-stage HFrEF
patients showed elevated levels of circulating IgG1 and IgG3,
suggesting there was an antibody-mediated immune response in
cardiac remodeling (van den Hoogen et al., 2019).

The Effects of Complement on Myocardial Injury
The complement system is an important component of innate
immune responses, and can be activated through three pathways
during HF. Classical pathway is initially activated by IgM or IgG
antigen/antibody complexes, and induces the formation of the
Membrane Attack Complex (MAC) through a series of cascade
reactions (Nesargikar et al., 2012). Alternative pathway means
that the complement system is activated by direct binding of
bacteria and yeast independent of antibody interaction
(Nesargikar et al., 2012). Lectin pathway is the most recently
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discovered one that is capable of activating the complement
system. The initiating molecules for this pathway are collectins
(mannose-binding lectin and ficolin), which are multimeric lectin
complexes (Nesargikar et al., 2012).

In recent years, there has been sufficient evidence to
demonstrate that the complement system participates in
the development of HF. In murine sepsis models, C5a, an
important protein molecule of the complement system, has
been verified to play an essential role in inotropic dysfunction
via C5aR-mediated signaling pathway (Niederbichler et al.,
2006). In a murine model of hypertension, blocking C5a
receptors with inhibitors mitigated cardiac hypertrophy
and perivascular fibrosis, and remarkably improved cardiac
function, indicating that C5a was deeply involved in adverse
cardiac remodeling (Zhang et al., 2014). Moreover, C5a is an
effective chemokine that attracts a variety of bone marrow
derived inflammatory cells to sites of injury and activates pro-
fibrotic process through modulating TGF-β/Smad2/3
signaling pathway in the heart (Nesargikar et al., 2012;
Zhang et al., 2014). In addition to C5a, C5b-9, the MAC
complex, has also been shown to be closely associated with
HF. C5b-9 has been proved to induce tumour necrosis factor-
α (TNF-α) expression in cardiomyocytes, which contributes
to cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, fibrosis, and apoptosis
(Zwaka et al., 2002). All of these pathophysiological
processes are critical components of injury in HF(Torre-
Amione et al., 1996; Yu et al., 2013). Additionally, in a
cohort study, compared with healthy volunteers, patients
with HF exhibited increased circulating levels of
complement activated cleavage end product C5b-9, which
were tightly associated with disease severity (Wang and Cai,
2020).

Antibody-Independent Mechanisms
Leading to Cardiac Injuries
In addition to acting through antibodies and complement,
activated B cell could secrete cytokines and chemokines to
directly modulate cardiac function and induce cardiac
remodeling. B cells have been shown to be directly involved
in cardiac remodeling through up-regulating cytokines of
TGF-β and IL-6, and be responsible for maintaining a
harmful inflammatory environment through production of
TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 (Garcia-Rivas et al., 2020). TNF-α-
secreting B cells in DCM patients were associated with
increased cardiac fibrosis, as confirmed by late gadolinium
enhancement on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging and
elevated serum type iii pro-collagen levels (Yu et al., 2013).

B cells also exert biological effects by altering cardiac function
through the secretion of chemokines. A recent study reported that
mature B lymphocytes selectively produce chemokines CCL7,
which can induce Ly6Chi monocyte mobilization and recruitment
to the heart, leading to worsened tissue injury and deterioration of
myocardial function in a mouse model of ischemia-reperfusion
injury (Zouggari et al., 2013). In this study, genetic (Baff receptor
deficiency) or antibody-mediated (CD20-or Baff-specific

antibody) depletion of mature B cells impeded CCL7
production and monocyte mobilization, reduced cardiac injury
and improved heart function. The authors further found that the
circulating concentrations of CCL7 and BAFF in patients with
acute myocardial infarction were markedly higher compared to
healthy controls, and elevated levels of CCL7 and BAFF always
predicted an increased risk of death or recurrence of myocardial
infarction (Zouggari et al., 2013). In another study on acute
kidney injury, the researchers also found that B cells produced
chemokine CCL7, with the potential to facilitate neutrophil and
monocyte recruitment to the injured kidney, aggravating renal
impairment. CCL7 blockade in mice markedly reduced myeloid
cell infiltration into the kidney and ameliorated acute kidney
injury (Inaba et al., 2020).

ANTI-CD20 MEDIATED B CELL DEPLETION
AS A THERAPEUTIC STRATEGY FOR
HEART FAILURE
In cancer patients, the capacity of immune system to detect and
eliminate malignant cells is dramatically impaired.
Immunotherapy aims at retraining the affected immune
system and restoring their anti-cancer functions (Lobenwein
et al., 2021). In recent years, a large number of studies have
shown that compared with traditional chemotherapy approaches,
immunotherapy drugs have shown significant effects in
improving overall survival, and have gradually become an
important pillar of systemic treatment for various cancer types
(Waldmann 2003; Pardoll 2012). As an important
immunotherapy drug, monoclonal antibodies aim to disrupt
the essential activities of tumor cells and cancer immune
evasion in order to increase apoptosis and immune
recognition of cancer cells. The new drug could inhibit tumor
growth and metastasis by targeting specific receptors that are
crucial for signaling pathways in dysregulated cancer cells and
immune cells (Waldman et al., 2020). CD20 is an atypical
tetraspanin expressed only on mature B cells and becomes a
clinical target for the treatment of B-cell lymphoma. Rituximab is
a CD20-targeted monoclonal antibody that binds to CD20
molecules and kills tumor B-cells through antibody-dependent
cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement-dependent cytotoxicity
(CDC). Mechanistically, rituximab crosslinks the CD20
receptor present on most B cells, leading to FcγR-mediated
B cell depletion (Uchida et al., 2004). FcγRs are present on
cardiac fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes, and FcγR signal
transduction promotes cardiomyocyte fibrosis by activating the
apoptotic pathway, reduces calcium transients and cell
shortening, and induces cardiomyocyte apoptosis (Staudt et al.,
2007; Haudek et al., 2008; Keppner et al., 2018).

In clinical practice, CD20 depleting agents are not only
approved for B cell-related cancers, but also increasingly used
on- and off-label for autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid
arthritis (RA), multiple sclerosis (MS) and systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) (Cang et al., 2012). Clear evidence that
B cell depletion may be effective for autoimmune therapy comes
from an MS study which showed rituximab treatment can
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increase remission rates and reduce the development of new
lesions (Hauser et al., 2008). Orrelizumab, another CD20-specific
cytolytic antibody, has also been shown to be suitable for the
treatment of patients with relapsed or primary progressive forms
of MS(Boz et al., 2019; Sabatino et al., 2019; Fox et al., 2021). In
addition, studies in mouse models of Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
(T1DM), MS, and RA have also shown the protective effect of
B cell depletion, which is consistent with an increasing number of
highly suggestive studies (Serreze et al., 1998; Yanaba et al., 2007;
Matsushita et al., 2008). In short, CD20 targeted monoclonal
antibodies provide excellent efficacy in the treatment of both
B cell derived tumors and autoimmune diseases.

In addition to anti-tumor and anti-autoimmune diseases, anti-
CD20 treatments have been found to exert beneficial effects on
cardiac remodeling and HF. Using a TAC pressure overload
model of myocardial hypertrophy, Ma et al. found administration
of rituximab markedly improved heart function, and suppressed
heart chamber dilation, myocyte hypertrophy, fibrosis and
oxidative stress through regulating calcineurin A, ERK1/2,
STAT3, TGFβ/Smad2/3 and IKKα/β/NF-κB signaling
pathways, suggesting that rituximab may be a promising drug
for treating hypertrophic disease (Ma et al., 2019). In a mouse
model of ischemia-reperfusion injury, researchers observed that
the mice treated with anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies had
reduced cardiac adverse LV remodeling and improved cardiac
function following permanent coronary artery ligation of the left
anterior descending artery (Zouggari et al., 2013). Moreover,
Tschope et al. presented a case series of six patients with
subacute and chronic endomyocardial biopsy-confirmed
CD20+ B-lymphocyte-associated DCM treated with standard
HF therapy in combination with rituximab. Of these, five
DCM patients improved clinically several weeks after receiving
a standard infusion protocol with rituximab, as indicated by
decreased NYHA functional class, improved left ventricular
ejection fraction, and reduced B-cell infiltration in
endomyocardial biopsies (Sanchez-Trujillo et al., 2019). Based
on these encouraging data, small-scale clinical trials investigating
the effect of B cell depletion in the context of heart failure with
reduced ejection fraction are being planned (ClinicalTrials.gov
Identifier: NCT03332888) (44), and clinical trials in patients with
ST-segment myocardial infarction are ongoing (ClinicalTrials.
govmIdentifier: NCT03072199) (Sanchez-Trujillo et al., 2019).

There is also some literature supporting other B cell-targeting
therapies. In a basic study, using a pressure overload mouse
model induced by Ang II-infusion, the researchers found that
administration of monoclonal antibodies targeting CD22,
another important molecule present on the surface of B cells,
led to decreased myocyte hypertrophy and myocardial fibrosis, as
well as reduced concentrations of inflammatory cytokines, such

as IL-1β and TNF-α(Cordero-Reyes et al., 2016). Belimumab,
BAFF-specific antibody, specifically targets the BAFF receptor
and acts as an effective B cell depleting agent. Currently,
Belimumab is mainly used for the treatment of resistant SLE
in adults, showing excellent efficacy in reducing flares and overall
disease activity when combined with standard therapy (Blair and
Duggan, 2018). Additionally, the most established agents
targeting BCR signaling are Bruton tyrosine kinase (BTK)
inhibitors and PI3K isoform-specific inhibitors, and their
introduction into the clinic is rapidly changing the treatment
of B-cell malignancies (Burger, 2019). In the future, BTK
inhibitors and PI3K isoform-specific inhibitors could provide
another therapeutic possibility for H, although there may be some
controversy.

CONCLUSION

While most attention has been paid to the cardiovascular
toxicity associated with anti-tumor therapy, some drugs have
also shown great cardioprotective effects. Anti-CD20 agents
have been preliminarily proved to improve left ventricle
function in patients with refractory DCM, suggesting that
B cells play a prominent role in cardiac remodeling and HF.
Mechanically, B cells promote cardiac injuries through
antibody-dependent and antibody-independent pathways.
Notably, the specific B-cell subpopulation mediated
myocardial damage needs to be further verified in the
future research, as this would support trials of more
specific therapeutics. Overall, it would be of great
significance to identify the excellent cardioprotective
effects of certain anti-tumor medications and apply them
to the treatment of vascular diseases.
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